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Abstract - In the information era, the technology of biological character recognition has attracted more 
and more attentions. In this paper, by investigating theories of active appearance model and inverse 
compositional image alignment algorithm, we mainly proposed a semi-active appearance model for 
face alignment based on improving the classical models in the aspects of computation complexity, 
easily suffering from light, angle and expression, and so on. Firstly, the model of active appearance 
and the algorithm of alignment are investigated. For the inefficiency of classic gradient descent method 
in the matching process, the inverse compositional image alignment algorithm is proposed. Then, 
through combining the active appearance model and Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix, a novel semi-
active appearance model is proposed, which has a simple calculation and higher accuracy of face 
alignment. Finally, experiments were designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithms. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 
In the modern information society, recognitions are often required, such as identity [1-4] and 
authentication [5-8]. The traditional recognition depends on certification tools, such as IC cards, 
ID papers, passwords, and so on. Furthermore, in the areas of online bank, e-commerce, and 
timely communication, user name and passwords are needed for login. Unfortunately, these 
traditional methods cannot satisfy the requirements of identification system, such as portability, 
security, effectiveness, and privacy. In a word, the application of these traditional identity 
authentication technologies suffers from inconvenience and insecurity. From the current view, 
the best way to solve this problem is biometric identification technology. As the prediction by 
Bill Gates, the biological recognition technology, which verifies the personal identity using the 
person's physiological characteristic, will be the important innovation development of IT industry 
in the future. 
Biological recognition technology is founded on pattern recognition, machine vision, and data 
mining. The specific definition is using human physiological characteristics and behavioral 
characteristics to realize identification. Physical characteristics include fingerprint, iris, face, 
retina, palm, etc. Behavioral characteristics include speech, gait, signature, etc. The biological 
recognition technology has improved the traditional recognition mode, which has the properties 
of universality, uniqueness, stability, and collection. These advantages greatly reduce the 
possibility of a forge or lost, thus preventing the theft and forgery, which is of great importance 
in social security, public security, financial security, and human computer interaction.  These 
features have the following definition: universality, uniqueness, and stability. Biometric 
technology provides people a new way to identity recognition [9-13], which is convenient, stable, 
not easily lost, not easy to be faked crack etc. In recent years, biological recognition technology 
has become an international research hot spot. Compared to other biological identification 
systems, face recognition system has the advantages of f more practical and simple, which mainly 
reflects the following aspects. First, the sampling is realized in a non-contact manner, in which 
the contact between human and equipment can be avoided. It can be more easily accepted by the 
people. Second, the operation of recognition can be done in a hidden way, which does not need 
the cooperation of the testers. This makes it more practical in the application in catching 
criminals and security. Third, the cost of face recognition system is much lower than most of 
other recognition systems, such as iris recognition system, retina system, and fingerprint 
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acquisition. At last, the information of human’s expression that can reflect the human’s 
psychological information can be simultaneously obtained while recognition, which is cannot be 
easily realized in other recognition systems. 
The research on recognition theory and its application started in 1960 s. Based on some 
achievements provided by researches, the semiautomatic face recognition system has been built. 
Face recognition research is based on the facial features. For the input face information or video 
streams, the judgment to determine whether there exists a face or not is should be done at first. If 
existing, the size of face and the locations of main facial organs need to be determined. Then, 
according to the above information, extract the essential characteristics. These characteristics will 
be matched with the known faces in data base to identify the identity of each face. The complete 
face recognition system includes face detection, data preprocessing, feature extraction, feature 
matching, and identification. By far, a lot of face alignment algorithm are proposed. According to 
the difference of input method, these algorithms can be classified with two types, i.e., recognition 
based on static images and recognition with video streams.  
The algorithms based on static images mainly have algorithms based on geometry character, 
sub linear space algorithms, algorithms with wavelet transform, and recognition based on neural 
networks. Compared with algorithms based on static images, the algorithms based on video 
streams have the better performance. In [14] and [15], it has been proved that the dynamic 
information is helpful for face alignment when the face to be recognized is inversed.  Although 
latter type of algorithm is founded on the static method, it is more difficult to deal with, the main 
problems of which have two aspects. First, the quality of collected images is poor according to 
the cost of video camera and some influence of outer environment, which would cause a great 
impact on recognition performance. Second, as most photographing take place outdoors, the 
environment of shooting is uncontrollable. As a result, the images may suffer from the changes of 
attitude, light, and barrier, which will reduce the efficiency of recognition. 
In recent years, although the technology of face alignment /recognition has been improved 
greatly, there are still lots of problems need to be solved, such as the challenge of light changes, 
different face expressions, and complicated background. In this paper, based on investigating the 
classical active appearance model and inverse compositional algorithm, we will propose an 
improved face recognition algorithm based on semi-active appearance model. 
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II. OVERVIEW OF FACE ALIGNMENT BASED ON ACTIVE APPEARANCE MODEL 
A.  Active Appearance Model Theory 
Active appearance model, i.e., AAM, is developed from active shape model, which is firstly 
proposed by Tim in 2001. The improvement of AMM to active shape model is that it not only 
uses the shape of face information, but also uses the texture information. In this model, the 
characters can be used are increased. The AMM algorithm mainly contains two contents:  
modeling and alignment. Therein, the modeling process includes three parts: shape modeling, 
texture modeling, and combination modeling.  
Shape Modeling 
In shape modeling, we mainly focus on making a model to describe the outer shape and the 
key character points of input images. Suppose there are N samples of training image. We use n 
character points to describe each sample, which is can be expressed in the vector form: 
( )T1 2 1 2, ,... , , ,...=i i i in i i ins x x x y y y                      (1) 
In (1), is  represents the shape characteristic vector of ith sample, the jth characteristic point of 
which can be expressed as ( , )ij ijx y . Moreover, n stands for the numbers of characteristic point, 
which usually are assigned with the value of 58. The detailed positions of these points are shown 
in figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. The distributes characteristic ponits of human face. 
However, the primary shape characteristic points are not in a same template, which makes the 
differences of position, size, and direction. The algorithm of Procrustes analysis should be used 
to translate them into a uniform coordinate system. After uniform operation, the PCA algorithm 
is needed for reduction dimension, the calculation process of which is shown as following. First, 
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1 S == - -
n
i i iC s s s sN
 (3) 
Then, through eigenvalue analysis of the above equation, the eigenvalue and eigenvector can 
be obtained, i.e., 1 2 2( , ,... )l l l n , 1 2 2( , ,... )np p p . From the theory of PCA, the larger eigenvalue means 
represents that the more information of human face shape is included in the corresponding 
eigenvector. Thus, we select the J numbers of larger eigenvectors to describe the shape 













t t  (4) 
In (4), t is usually assigned the value of 0.95, which is enough to describe the most 
information of human shape. Then, an arbitrary human face can be expressed in a vector form: 




s s p p p b
s bp
 (5) 
The vector sb  stands for the parameters of human face. A new vector of face shape can be 
available by changing the value of sb . Of course, the value range should be restricted to maintain 
the efficiency of face shape. Due to PCA theory and 3s principle, the value range of each 
component of sb should be maintained in ( 3 ,3 )l l- i i . 
(1)Texture Modeling 
The texture of AMM ( )A u indicates the pixel points in mapping region of shape model, which 
also represents the combination of shape and texture of face image. The particular method to get 
texture information is founded on texture mapping algorithm in computer graph theory. After 
shape modeling, the average shape s can be obtained. By Delaunay triangle dissection, the 
benchmark grid is available, as shown in figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Delaunay triangle dissection of average shape. 
Then by a sublevel affine operation, the pixel points are assigned on the proper positions of 
input human face image, the examples of which are shown if figure 3. Using ( , )W u p to stands for 
the sublevel affine operation, the process of which is translating the points ( , )=u x y in the average 
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shape onto the target image, and p  is weighting coefficient. Then make the PCA dimension 
reduction on pixel again to get the average texture 0 ( )A u . The same as shape modeling method 
above, the texture model can be expressed as: 
( ) ( )0 1S == + Ji i iA u A u b A  (6) 
In this equation, iA is the eigenvector of ( )A u , and the component ib represents model 
parameter. Given a group of model parameters, an example model can be determined. 
( , )W u p
a
b
T( , )i ix y
T( , )j jx y
T( , )k kx y
( , )W X p
a
b
T: ( , )u x y
0 0 T( , )j jx y
0 0 T( , )i ix y 0 0 T( , )k kx y
 
Figure 3. Sublevel affine operation. 
As shown in figure 3, the main calculation process of sublevel affine operation can be 
described as follows. Suppose that the average shape is obtained. After Delaunay triangle 
dissection, use data 0 0( , )i ix y , 
0 0( , )j jx y and
0 0( , )k kx y  to represent vertex coordinate of a triangle. Then, 
every point coordinate in the triangle can be expressed with these data: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
T T TT 0 0 0 0 0 0
T T0 0 0 0




é ù= + -ê úë û
é ù+ -ê úë û
i i j j i i
k k j j
x y x y x y x y
x y x y
 (7) 
In (7), the value of a and b can be calculated using the values of vertex coordinate. 
(2)Combination Modeling 
After complete the modeling process of shape and texture, we can find that an arbitrary face 
image can be expressed by shape parameter sb and texture parameter ib . In order to get a simpler 
and precise expression and reduce the correlations between shape and texture, PCA is used again 
to combination the shape parameter and texture parameter: 
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 (8) 
In this equation, the parameter L is a diagonal scaling matrix that is used to omit the 
difference of dimensions between shape and texture parameters. Reduction the dimension of 
parameter b in combination model by PCA, the shape model and texture model in the 
combination form can be expressed as: 
( )

























 (3) Model Alignment 
Alignment calculation is an important part in face recognition based on AMM. Essentially, 
the process of modeling of face is location the characteristic points of face image. If we want to 
determine that the input face is the given face or the face in data base, the alignment process is 
needed, which is the precondition to obtain a satisfaction performance. In model alignment, the 
subtraction operation between the input image ( )I u  and template ( )A u is needed at first. Use d I to 
stand for the difference between them, i.e.: 
d = -i mI I I  (10) 
In (10), iI is the shape expression of input image and mI represents the shape information of 
template face image. We change the parameter c in (9) to minimize the value of 2d I . When this 
minimum value 2d I  is less than a given threshold, then the two faces are the same. The essential 
process is an optimizing problem. As the number of parameters in AAM is much more, it needs a 
complex calculation. Fortunately, theory analysis and a lot of experiments have both shown that 
there exists a linear relationship between d I and d c in a certain range in AAM. Then the 
multivariate regression method can be used to solve this problem in an easier way: 
( )d d= = -i mc A I A I I  (11) 
B. Inverse Compositional Alignment Algorithm 
The AAM and the similar model to it are types of generated models based on visual 
phenomenon. Although the shape and appearance is linear, generally, AMM is a nonlinear model 
of pixel grey. In the modeling process, the number of arguments is large, and in the alignment 
calculation, the classic gradient descent method that used to solve the nonlinear optimizing 
problem causes much lower alignment efficiency. In order to improve the efficiency, we will 
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focus on inverse compositional alignment algorithm and its application in AAM. This algorithm 
changes the updating process of parameters in matching, which will greatly reduce the amount of 
calculation and improve the efficiency of alignment significantly.  
(1)Generation of model 
Suppose the parameter vector of shape is defined by b , and denote the vector of appurtenance 














b b b b
 (12) 
According to (12), the eigenvector of shape s  and the appearance ( )A u  based on benchmark 
shape 0s can be obtained. In order to get the particular position of characteristic points of the 
average shape under the corresponding parameters, the affine transform of 0s is needed. Define 
the affine transform by ( , )W u p . As the parameter s represents the face shape after reducing 
translation, rotation, and scaling under model framework, the standard transform of s  is needed to 
get the actual face shape in actual coordinate. Suppose the rotation angle is q  , the position 
is ( , )= x yt t t , and the scaling is k , then the parameter vector of attitude is ( , , , )= x yq a b t t , =a  cos 1q -k , 
and sinq=b k . For a point ( , )x y , the standard translation function ( , )N x q can be expressed as: 
( ) 1,
1
+ - æ öæ öæ ö







Therefore, the final face shape can be expressed as ( ( , ); )N W u p q . For an arbitrary point 0u in 
shape 0s , the final position of it in human face is 0( ( , ); )N W u p q , with the texture value of 0( )A u . So, 
the final model of AAM can be denoted as: 
( )( )( ) 0, , ( )= " ÎM N W u p q A u u s  (14) 
 (2)Problem Set 
Define the error between the input image and image model as ( )E u : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( )







i i iE u A u A u I N W u p q
E b q
 (15) 
The alignment process of AAM is a nonlinear optimizing problem; the traditional method to 
solve this problem is based on gradient descent, which will reduce the alignment efficiency. In 
[16], a improved algorithm is proposed, in which it suppose that the relationship of 
( )E u and ( , )lD Db is linear, i.e., ( , ) ( )lD D =b ME u , in which the matrix M can be obtained by 
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multivariate regression method. As the linear relationship only holds in a small range, the 
pyramid search method is used by Cootes, the principle of which is that, search in a larger range 
at the beginning, and then reduce this range until getting the minimum value. This algorithm can 
get a satisfied alignment performance. However, the convergence rate is slow, and it did not 
consider the impact of attitude parameter q on the algorithm performance. To solve this problem, 
an improved algorithm was proposed in [16], which added a precondition that the gradient matrix 
is constant near the optimal value. Because the gradient matrix is correlative with some particular 
region in texture space, this gradient matrix is not the best estimate of the real value when the 
target texture is disagreement with the corresponding region, as shown in [17]. 
For the shortages in the above algorithm, replacing the estimate of gradient matrix with a 
better value that can be strictly proved in mathematics, and improving the alignment efficiency 
are still needed further research. As the inverse compositional alignment algorithm can avoid 
calculating the image gradient repeatedly, Jacobian matrix, and Hessian matrix, the shortages in 
above algorithm can be solved with application of inverse compositional alignment in AAM 
alignment calculation.  
(3) Steps of Inverse Compositional Alignment 
Pretreatment: 
1. Calculate gradient 0ÑA of the template image 0A ; 
2. Calculate Jacobian matrix /¶ ¶W p , /¶ ¶N p  at ( ,0)u ; 




4 0 1 0
( ) ( )





ì é ù¶ ¶
= Ñ - ×Ñï ê ú
¶ ¶ï ê úë û
í
é ù¶ ¶ï
= Ñ - ×Ñê úï ¶ ¶ê úë ûî
m
j i i i
j j
m
j i i i
j j
N N
SD u A A u A A u
q q
W W
SD u A A u A A u
p p
 (16) 
4. Calculate Hessian matrix: 
0,
( ) ( )S Î= ×j k u s j kH SD u SD u  (17) 
Iterative Process: 
1. Calculate ( )( )( ), ,I N W u p q ; 
2. Calculate the distance of the transformed input image and the template image: 
( )( )( ) 0, , ( )WD = -I N W u p q A u  (18) 
3. Calculate X  
( ) ( )( )( )
0 0
, , ( )X S Î é ù= × -ë ûu s jSD u I N W u p q A u  (19) 
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4. Calculate Dq and Dp : 
( ) 1, X-D D =q p H  (20) 
5. Update the parameters: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 1, , , , , , -¬ D DoN W u p q N W u p q N W u p q  (21) 
C. Challenges of Current algorithm 
In recent years, the technology of human face alignment is improved greatly. A lot of 
excellent algorithms have been proposed by researchers. At the same time, a lot of enterprises 
increased investment in biology area, especially in human face alignment, which led a large 
amount of human face recognition system in business and other application fields. But there are 
still lots of technology problems in human face recognition system; for example, these systems 
are easily suffered from the changes of light, expression of human face, and so on. 
The active shape model and active appearance model are both founded on classic active 
contour model, which are widely used in the current face recognition systems. These models can 
provide a good description of the shape and texture of human face. Unfortunately, as the numbers 
of parameters of shape and texture in these models are much large, the alignment efficiency is 
much low. Moreover, the algorithm may easily converge to a wrong point, which will lead a 
wrong recognition result. Furthermore, these models are also sensitive to the changes of light, 
which will cause a bad performance. Therefore, more researches are needed to solve these 
problems. 
III. FACE ALIGNMENT BASED ON SEMI-ACTIVE APPEARANCE MODEL 
A. Modeling of Semi-Active Appearance Model 
To solve the problems indicated above in the traditional active appearance model, an 
improved model called semi-active appearance model, i.e., SAAM will be proposed in this 
section. This model is founded on the combination of active shape model and Grey Level Co-
occurrence Matrix [18 - 22]. As there are dynamic parameters in active shape model, and has non 
dynamic parameter in Grey Level Co-occurrence, the model proposed in this paper can avoid 
processing a large amount of dynamic parameters, which is the reason that we call it semi-active 
appearance model. Of course, this model can be also used in CT image location, gesture 
recognition, and other applications. In the alignment process, the same as the application of 
inverse compositional alignment in AAM, we also study the application of it in model. 
Extraction of Characteristic of Texture 
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The texture is a description of the distribution of pixel grey. In some images, such as bricks 
and grid windows, there are several images appearing in periodically, which are usually called 
determination texture image. Otherwise, the images appearing not in a periodical way are called 
stochastic texture images, such as finger print and human face.  
The characteristic of texture is a statistic of local property of image. From the experience of 
human, the texture is the main differences among different images. In these years, researchers 
have established lots of texture algorithms to measure the properties of texture, which can be 
mainly divided into two classes, stochastic analysis and structure analysis. The main algorithms 
for texture analysis at present are based on stochastic, such as Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix 
and Laws texture measurement. 
Suppose that the characteristic of texture to be analyzed is a matrix, in which there are 
cN pixels in the horizontal direction and rN pixels in the vertical direction. Then divide all the 
pixels in the texture images into N  layers. Use cZ to express the horizontal space, i.e., 
{1,2,..., }=c cZ N , use rZ to describe the vertical space, i.e., {1, 2,..., }=r rZ N , and use {1,2,..., }= qG N to 
stand for the quantization grey set. Then the function of an image can be defined as: assign each 
pixel in the image a value of G in grey set : ´ ®r cf Z Z G . 
In the texture image, as the stochastic disciplinarian of the pair of pixels with a particular 
distance in some direction can express the characteristic of image texture, the Grey Level Co-
occurrence Matrix can provide a good description of this stochastic disciplinarian. The Grey 
Level Co-occurrence Matrix is an indeed description of a matrix under an emergence frequency 
with the direction ofq , the distance of d , and the grey level of i and j , any an element of which 
can be expressed as ( , | , )qP i j d . If the parameters d andq are determined, this matrix can be also 
expressed as ,i jP : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, | , # , , , | , ; ,q = = =é ùë ûP i j d k l m n f k l i f m n j  (22) 
In (22), ( , ), ( , ) ( ),Î ´r ck l m n Z Z the item ( , ) =f k l i means that the position in matrix of the point 
with grey level i . The numbers of grey between i and j with distance of d and direction ofq are 
denoted by # . 
As the difference exiting in texture scale, there has a large difference in Grey Level Co-
occurrence Matrix among different kinds of images. Even for images with the same kind, the 
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differences still exist. The most usually used parameters to describe the characteristic are shown 
as follows: 
(1) Energy: 
( ) ( )( )2,, , | ,q S q= i jE d P i j d  (23) 
The energy can give an expression of the uniformity of texture change. Also it can measure 
the coarseness of texture and distribution of grey. 
(2) Entropy 
( ) ( ) ( )( ),, , | , log , | ,q S q q= - -i jH d P i j d P i j d  (24) 
The entropy of image can describe the content of information, also represents the confusion 
degree of images.  
(3) Inertia Moment 
( ) ( ) ( )2,, , | ,q S q= - -i jI d i j P i j d  (25) 
The inertia moment stands for distance between the elements in Grey Level Co-occurrence 
Matrix and the main diagonal. 
(4) Correlation 
( )






= i j x y
x y
i u j u P i j d
C d  (26) 
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s S S q









x i x j
y j y j
u i P i j d
u j P i j d
i u P i j d
j u P i j d
 (28) 
As the active shape model can give a satisfied description of shape of images, and Grey Level 
Co-occurrence Matrix has the abilities to counteract the changes of light also with a lower 
computation burden, in this section, we will describe the shape of image by computing the Grey 
Level Co-occurrence Matrix under shape alignment to establish the semi-active appearance 
model.  
First, extract the shape characteristic of face image. For the face contour, eyes, nose, mouse, 
and other key components, the PDM model is used in our algorithm. In order to reduce the 
influence of position, size, and angle, we unify the face alignment to a uniform coordinate 
framework with Procrustes analysis. Then model the shape characteristic with active shape model 
to obtain the average face model and the model expression of each face sample. Make an affine 
transform of face sample onto the average shape. At last, use the texture characteristic and the 
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corresponding pixel matrix to calculate the Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix, which is used to 
describe the outer shape of images. 
B. Modeling of Local Semi-Active Appearance Model 
In section A, the face shape is described by a Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix under the 
benchmark alignment grid, which mainly represents the overall relationship of face image grey. 
But if light on some parts of the image is not uniform, there will be a big difference between the 
correlations of grey in input face and the standard face image, which will cause a bad 
performance of the semi-active appearance model, as shown in figure 4. 
 
Figure 4.Human face under non-uniform light. 
Therefore, the semi-active appearance model needs to be improved according to the above 
problem. In order to solve the problem of non-uniform light, we divide the face in benchmark 
grids into four parts, as shown in figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. The divided face image under benchmark grids. 
After the divided operation, semi-active appearance model is used to modeling each part of 
the image, in which the grey level is decided by the pixel in each part. Through this operation, the 
influence of non-uniform light on human face image can be reduced.  The model can be 
expressed as: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( )( )
1 1 2 2
3 3 4 4
, , , ,







G A u d G A u d
M A u
G A u d G A u d
 (29) 
This is a partitioned matrix, each element of which represents the model of corresponding 
part in human face. In this local semi-active appearance model, it not only has considered the 
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overall correlations of image grey, but also has considered the local correlations. Next, we will 
discuss the problem of alignment calculation in semi-active appearance model. 
Similar to the alignment calculation in active appearance model, the alignment process in 
semi-active appearance model can be also treated as an optimizing problem. To determine the 
identification of input face needs alignment calculating process, which is the important 
precondition to produce a right recognition result. The principle of alignment in semi-active 
appearance model is making a subtract operation of input image ( )I u  and the template image ( )T u , 
and finding out the minimum value of matrix norm, and getting the parameters that can minim 
the norm: 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) 2arg min , , , , ,q q-
F
G T u d G I W u p d  (30) 
In (30), the main unknown parameter is p . The values ofq and d can be determined at the 
beginning.  Of course, they can also be seemed as the unknown parameters, which will increase 
the computation. This is an optimizing problem without any constraint, which can be solved by 
gradient descent method. 
In the alignment process, the simple updating strategy based on affine transform is adopted, 
i.e.: 
¬ +Dp p p  (31) 
In (31), we suppose that the difference of input image shape and template image shape is 





= -ïî T I
p R r p
r p G G
 (32) 
In (32), Dp  represents a little change on p , and R stands for the linear relationship between 
parameter IG and parameter ( )r p , which can be regarded as a fixed gradient matrix and can be 
estimated by multivariate regression method.  
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Face Image Input Template ImageCalculate Shape Modes GI and GT 
Calculate the Difference E=||GI-GT ||
2
Estimate ?p and Update p










Figure 6.  The flowchart of alignment process. 
As the value of R can be estimated at the beginning, thus the process of alignment calculating 
can be simplified as an iterative process, the steps of which are shown as follows: 
(1) Take texture samples of input human face image and template image, and calculate their 
shape models IG and TG . 
(2) Calculate the difference of image IG and template image TG . By calculating the matrix 
norm of this difference, evaluate the alignment precise, i.e., 2|| ||= FE r . 
(3) Estimate Dp and update p . 
(4) Calculate the shape 'IG and
'
TG under new parameters. 
(5) Calculate the difference ' ' ' 2|| G ||= -I T FE G . 
(6) If the condition '| | e- <E E is satisfied, then the two faces belong to the same people, 
otherwise go to step 3.  
(7) If the difference above is still larger than the threshold value when the iterations exceed a 
given number, then the decision that the two faces belong to different persons is made. 
The flowchart of above algorithm is shown in figure 6.  
C. The Application of Inverse Compositional in SAAM 
As shown in section II, the inverse compositional algorithm can be used for solving the 
problem of alignment between input and template images. As indication in previous content, the 
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shape of template image can be described by ( , )qd , this is alterable. But the change of them will 
greatly increase the computation. Usually, we can choose some typical values, such 
as ( 0, 0 ,45 ,90 ,135 )q= = ° ° ° °d . Using the variable values will improve the recognition result but also 
will reduce the efficiency. How to balance the two aspects is still needs further researches.   
The optimizing problem of alignment in SAAM can be translated to make the follow item 
take the minimum value: 
( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) 2, , , , , ,q q-u u u u
F
G T u d G I N W u p q d  (33) 
Solving this optimizing problem by inverse compositional alignment algorithm usually needs 
two changes. First, the transforms of input and template images are should be done to minimize 
the following value: 
( )( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) 2, , , , , , ,q q- Du u u u
F
G I N W u p q d G T W u p d  (34) 
Second the updating strategy is improved. For the introduced similarity transformation 
function ( , )N u p , the updating process is expressed as: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 1, , , , , , -¬ D DoN W u p q N W u p q N W u p q  (35) 
As ( , )W u p represents a piecewise affine transform, the condition of affine set should be group 
domain can be satisfied, so 1( ( , ), )-ÑN W u p q cannot be calculated directly. From [17], we have the 
following equation: 
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
1
, , , ,






N W u p q N W u p q
N W u p q N W u p q
 (36) 
The parameters Dp and Dq can be calculated as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )1, , ,- é ùD D = -ë ûjp q H SD u I N W u p q T u  (37) 
( )
( )4
( ) ( )
( ) ( )+
ì é ù¶ ¶
= Ñ - ×Ñï ê ú
¶ ¶ï ê úë û
í
é ù¶ ¶ï






SD u T T u T T u
q q
W W
SD u T T u T T u
p p
 (38) 
After calculation of Dp and Dq , calculate the shape of 0s under ( ( , ), ) ( ( , ), )-D -DoN W u p q N W u p q , 
i.e., +s , and then according the following equation to update Dp and Dq . 
( )( ), , +=N W u p q s  (39) 
The computation of +s can be decomposed as two steps. First, calculate the shape 
of 0s under ( ( , ), )-D -DN W u p q , which can be expressed as 0( ( , ), )-D -DN W s p q . 
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( )0 0 1, S =-D = - Dni i iW s p s p s  (40) 
Then translate 0( ( , ), )-D -DN W s p q using the current affine transform ( , )W u p and current standard 
transform ( , )N u p . 
IV. EXPERIMENT TEST AND VALIDATION 
A. Image Fusion Based on Compressed Sensing 
In order to test face alignment algorithm proposed in this paper, we mainly investigate the 
semi-active appearance model and the application of inverse compositional. Our experiments are 
based on the images in IMM face database. In IMM database there are lots of face images from 
40 different people. For each person, there are 6 face images from different angles, i.e., there are 
totally 240 face images.   
At first, making the active appearance model and the semi-active for 120 face images from 40 
persons, in which 58 characteristic points are marked. Then the 120 remained images are used to 
test the performance. First, we use the gradient descent method for alignment, and then the 
inverse compositional alignment algorithm is used. The standard test images with light and angle 
changes are used. 
The experiment results with original active appearance model and semi-active appearance 
model are shown in figure 7 and figure 8. 
 
(a)             (b)            (c)           (d) 
(a) Original Image    (b) AAM Model 
(c) Gradient Descent Alignment.  (d)Inverse Compositional Alignment 
Figure 7. Results with active appearance model. 
 
(a)             (b)            (c)           (d) 
(a) Original Image    (b) SAAM Model 
(c) Gradient Descent Alignment.  (d)Inverse Compositional Alignment 
Figure 8. Results with semi-active appearance model. 
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In table 1, the alignment computational time and recognition accuracy with active appearance 
model (AAM) and semi-active appearance model (SAAM) by gradient descnt (GD) alignment 
and inverse compositional (IC) alignment are listed.  
In table 1, N stands for the number of samples, ME is the shape error rate, which is defined as 
follows in (41), and the demension of computation time is millisecond. 
/= -I T TFME G G G  (41) 
Table 1. Composition of recognition results. 
AMM-GD SAAM-GD AMM-IC SAAM-IC Algorithm 
ME TIme ME Time ME Time ME Time 
10 0.1 530 0.08 350 0.1 130 0.07 68 
20 0.11 602 0.09 390 0.11 150 0.07 70 
30 0.13 605 0.1 420 0.12 188 0.08 75 
N 
40 0.15 780 0.13 478 0.14 243 0.09 78 
 
Next, we will show the experiment with light changes, the resluts of which are shown in figure 
9, figure 10, and table 2. 
 
(a)             (b)            (c)           (d) 
(a) Original Image    (b) AAM Model 
(c) Gradient Descent Alignment.  (d)Inverse Compositional Alignment 
Figure 9. Results with active appearance model under light changes. 
 
(a)           (b)            (c)           (d) 
 (a) Original Image    (b) SAAM Model 
(c) Gradient Descent Alignment.  (d)Inverse Compositional Alignment 
Figure 10 Results with semi-active appearance model under light changes. 
Table 2. Composition of recognition results under light changes. 
AMM-GD SAAM-GD AMM-IC SAAM-IC Algorithm 
ME TIme ME Time ME Time ME Time 
10 0.15 543 0.08 350 0.15 139 0.08 67 
20 0.18 622 0.09 390 0.17 161 0.09 71 
30 0.21 663 0.1 420 0.20 190 0.11 74 
N 
40 0.25 798 0.13 478 0.23 252 0.12 78 
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Finnally, we will show the experiment with angel changes, the resluts of which are shown in 
figure 11, figure 12, and table 3. 
 
(a)             (b)            (c)           (d) 
(a) Original Image    (b) AAM Model 
(c) Gradient Descent Alignment.  (d)Inverse Compositional Alignment 
Figure 11. Results with active appearance model under angle changes. 
 
(a)             (b)            (c)           (d) 
(a) Original Image    (b) SAAM Model 
(c) Gradient Descent Alignment.  (d)Inverse Compositional Alignment 
Figure 12. Results with semi-active appearance model under angle changes. 
Table 3. Composition of recognition results under angle changes. 
AMM-GD SAAM-GD AMM-IC SAAM-IC Algorithm 
ME TIme ME Time ME Time ME Time 
10 0.16 545 0.08 348 0.16 136 0.08 66 
20 0.19 624 0.09 388 0.18 158 0.09 69 
30 0.21 657 0.10 426 0.22 187 0.11 72 
N 
40 0.26 792 0.13 469 0.25 249 0.12 76 
From the results, we can see that either with gradient descent or inverse compositional 
algorithms, the semi-active model that is proposed in this paper has provided a better alignment 
performance. And this conclusion also holds even if the light or angle changes. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Active appearance model is an important computer visual method, in which the deformable 
targets can be described with fewer characteristics. This model has been widely used in the 
application of pattern recognition and computer technology, such as gesture recognition and face 
alignment. 
For the low alignment efficiency in the traditional active appearance model, we propose an 
improved semi-active appearance model based on the investigation of active appearance model 
and inverse compositional alignment algorithm. This model needs less computation, and can 
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overcome the influences light, angle, and expression. First, we made a deeper research on active 
appearance model, in which includes the modeling of shape model, texture model and 
combination model. The classic gradient descent algorithm in active appearance model is to solve 
a nonlinear optimizing problem, in which the eigenvalue, eigenvector and gradient are needed to 
be calculated. As a result, this model is easily suffered from the changes of light, angle, and 
expressions. Then, the inverse compositional alignment algorithm is studied, which can be used 
in active appearance model. This application in active appearance model will improve the 
computation efficiency and accuracy of alignment. And then based on the active appearance 
model, an improved model called semi-active appearance model, which is a combination of 
active shape model and Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix, in which the eigenvalue, eigenvector, 
and other parameters under the average texture image are not needed. Moreover, the inverse 
compositional alignment algorithm is used the proposed semi-active appearance model, which 
can improve the recognition efficiency further. 
However, the theory of semi-active appearance model is still in the developing stage, it needs 
more exploration in many application areas. Furthermore, the semi-active appearance model is 
the combination of active appearance model and grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix, in which the 
detailed shape and texture of face image can be recovered as the grey Level Co-occurrence 
Matrix represents the correlation of overall grey. As a result, this model can be directly used in 
expression analysis, which needs further research. 
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